
■   Consumer spending has not been as strong in the current  
expansion as past recoveries.

■   Slow wage and employment growth have been an important  
reason for this lag.

■  Employment growth has accelerated and wages will follow.

■   Signs of improvement are emerging and we expect more in  
the months ahead.

■  2015 will be the year of the consumer.

■�� �Retail�and�Industrial�CRE�will�both�benefit�from�this�shift�in� 
growth drivers.

Consumers are the biggest single contributor to gross domestic  
product (GDP) in the U.S. Consumer spending accounts for  
approximately 68% of GDP. One of the reasons for the current 
subpar recovery has been the slow growth in consumer spending. 
Since the U.S. economy entered recovery in June 2009, consumer 
spending has increased a total of 11.8%, or approximately 2.3% 
per year. That growth pales when compared to the previous four 
expansions when consumer spending, on average, climbed more than 
20%�during�the�first�five�years�(3.8%�per�year).�With�such�an�important�
economic driver growing slowly, it’s no surprise that GDP growth 
in this expansion has been about half of the average of previous 
expansions. One of the main reasons for the slow growth in consumer 
spending has been sluggish income growth. Real after-tax income has 
increased only 9.0% in the current expansion, less than half the 18.5% 
average of the previous four expansions.

Last week, the Commerce Department reported that U.S. retail sales 
in October increased 0.3%, not much of an improvement following  
a 0.3% drop in September. However, month to month changes in 
retail sales can be erratic. If we look at 2014 as a whole, sales growth 
appears to be accelerating. Since December 2013, retail sales adjusted 
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for�inflation�have�increased�at�a�4.4%�annual�rate,�compared�to�3.5%�in�
the 12 months of 2013. In order for spending to accelerate further, 
incomes need to grow more rapidly. There are signs that wages and 
income are likely to pick up in the coming year, which we expect will 
lead to stronger consumer spending.

■   Employment growth has accelerated. Payrolls have increased by 
more than 200,000 jobs in each of the past nine months. More 
workers means more income.

■   There are fewer unemployed workers per job opening. In September, 
the number of unemployed workers per opening was 1.96. A year 
ago it was 2.84. This is the smallest number of unemployed per 
opening since early 2008. Fewer available workers are expected to 
lead to faster wage growth. 

■�� �Small�businesses�report�that�it�is�harder�to�find�qualified�workers.�
The share of small businesses that have at least one opening that  
is�hard�to�fill�rose�to�24%�in�October.�When�it’s�hard�to�find� 
workers, companies have to raise wages. 

Consumers are already feeling better about their prospects. The 
Thomson Reuters/University of Michigan Index of Consumer Sentiment 
increased�in�the�first�half�of�November�to�its�highest�level�since�February�
2007. The current conditions sub-index, the one that measures how 
consumers feel about their situation today, jumped to a reading of 
103.0,�the�first�time�it�has�been�over�100�since�mid-2007.�The�current�
conditions sub-index is a good proxy for consumer spending since it 
reflects�pocket�book�issues�like�income�today.�

One reason consumers are likely feeling better about their current 
situation is the recent decline in oil prices. Last week, the U.S. benchmark 
crude�oil�price�dropped�below�$75�for�the�first�time�since�2010.�Since�
the end of July, the price of a barrel of crude oil has fallen more than 25%.  
As oil prices have fallen, so have gasoline prices. The national average 
price�for�a�gallon�of�gas�fell�below�$3.00�for�the�first�time�since�2010.

A�decline�in�gasoline�prices�is�the�equivalent�of�a�tax�cut�for�consumers.�
The less they have to spend buying gasoline to travel to and from work, 
the more discretionary income is available to spend on other goods 
and services. 

There are Fewer Unemployed Workers  
per Job Opening
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Tightening labor markets that are expected to lead to faster wage 
and�income�growth,�declining�oil�prices�and�rising�confidence�all�
point to stronger consumer spending growth in the coming year.  
After lagging for the entire expansion, consumer spending is expected 
to make up for lost time by growing much more strongly in 2015 
than it has to this point in the expansion.

This outlook has positive implications for commercial real estate, 
especially retail space, which would likely see stronger demand 
growth�in�2015.�In�addition,�industrial�space�will�benefit�as�the� 
proportion of spending that goes to the internet continues to 
increase.�And�finally,�more�income�and�more�spending�mean�more�
travel and vacations, leading to greater opportunity for growth in 
the hotel sector. 

We�expect�2015�to�be�the�year�consumer�spending�finally�grows�
the way it has in past cycles and is another reason to anticipate a 
strong year ahead. 
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Gasoline has Fallen Below $3


